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Features

Noutokontti (Finnish for pickup
container) is a 24/7 click & pick
solution that can be installed
outdoors or indoors according to
your company's purpose of usage.
Noutokontti logic is operated by a
cloud system which can be
integrated into any 3rd party
service via secure and agile API's.
Noutokontti is delivered as a plug
& play service with clear and
concise user documentation and
support from our team.

The modular and customizable
lockers inside hold large and heavy
items as well as the smallest of
products. The end customer
access is provided by an innovative
GPS-based key which does not
require, for example, sending a
keycode to the customer. The most
common use case for Noutokontti
is to provide a delivery method for
eCommerce and act as a pickup
point, but it can be customized for
any kind of pickup / return use
imaginable.

Description



Features

Noutokontti is built inside a steel
frame of a shipping container with
insulation, heating and air
conditioning. It is built to endure
variable Nordic weather conditions
from extreme cold to hot summer
days.

The electronic locks are automated
and secured with UPS power
system. The entrance is operated
by a robust ASSA-ABLOY lock that
can always be opened manually
from the inside.

Temperature control &
safety



Features

Noutokontti exterior provides an
advertising opportunity. It is
finished with a huge printable
canvas designed to match your
business. The canvas is installable
within minutes.

Noutokontti GPS-key for the end
customer can be integrated to a
web page, which provides new
ways to engage your customers
with marketing tools or information
regarding your products, just to
mention a few.

Visibility and marketing
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